We demonstrated a method to trim the beat frequency of dualpolarization fiber grating lasers by side-exposing the laser cavity to UV beam. The UV-side-illumination induces an additional birefringence of the cavity fiber and therefore permanently changes the beat frequency of the laser. The beat frequency can be trimmed up or trimmed down, depending on the UV incident direction relative to the intrinsic polarization axis of the active fiber. A trimming range as much as ~700MHz has been achieved. This method allows us to actively control the beat frequency of dualpolarization fiber grating lasers. A 6-channel RF-frequency division multiplexed polarimetric fiber grating laser array has been demonstrated.
Introduction
Fiber grating lasers have been attracting a great deal of interest for sensing applications because of their advantages of compact size, narrow bandwidth, high signal-to-noise ratio, and multiplexing capability. According to the working principle, fiber grating laser sensors can be classified into two types: wavelength encoding sensor and polarimetric sensor. The former converts measurands into shift in the operation wavelength of the laser [1] [2] [3] , which is similar to that of fiber grating sensor. The latter converts measurands into change in the beat frequency between the two orthogonal polarization modes from the laser [4] [5] [6] . Because the beat frequency is in radio frequency (RF) range, polarimetric sensor has distinctive advantages of ease of interrogation and avoidance of expensive wavelength measurement that is required for wavelength encoding sensor. During the last decade, polarimetric fiber grating laser sensors have been demonstrated to measure a number of parameters, such as hydrostatic pressure [5] , lateral force [6] , temperature and strain [7] , displacement [8] , acoustic wave [9] , and electric current [10] .
Multiplexing capability is an attractive advantage of fiber grating laser sensors. So far, 16-channel wavelength encoding fiber grating laser sensor array has been demonstrated for detection of underwater acoustic wave by using wavelength-division-multiplexing technique [11] . However, little work has been reported on the multiplexing of polarimetric fiber grating laser sensors. To realize the multiplexing of polarimetric fiber grating laser sensors, each laser in the array is required to has not only a given wavelength but also a given beat frequency. One can easily write fiber grating lasers with different wavelength by using phase masks with different period. The difficulty lies in how to fabricate dual-polarization fiber grating lasers with different beat frequency. Although using different active fibers to fabricate dualpolarization fiber grating lasers can obtain different beat frequency due to the difference in intrinsic birefringence of the active fibers, the type of active fibers suitable for fabricating short fiber grating lasers for sensor applications is quite limited. Furthermore, the fiber dependent beat frequency is entirely uncontrollable. It would be highly desirable if we can actively control the beat frequency of the laser.
In this paper, we demonstrate a method to trim the beat frequency of dual-polarization fiber grating lasers by side-exposing the laser cavity to a UV laser beam. The UV-sideillumination induces an additional birefringence of the cavity fiber and therefore permanently changes the beat frequency of the fiber laser. This allows us to trim up or trim down the laser beat frequency according to the requirements. Based on this method, we fabricated six dualpolarization fiber grating lasers with different wavelength and different beat frequency, and multiplexed them on a single fiber.
Principle
Polarimetric fiber grating laser sensor is based on the beating of two orthogonal polarization modes from the laser. The two orthogonal polarization modes, denoted by x-and ypolarization, generate a beat signal in RF domain with frequency given by [7] :
where λ 0 is Bragg wavelength of the fiber grating, n 0 is average index of the fiber, B = n y  n x (n y >n x ) is the fiber birefringence, and n x, y are the effective refractive index of the two polarization modes. The beat frequency is highly dependent on the birefringence of the cavity fiber. Any perturbations that modulate the fiber birefringence can be measured by detecting the beat frequency. This is the principle of the polarimetric fiber grating laser sensors. Because the beat frequency is in RF range, the sensor can be interrogated with mature and cheap techniques that are commonly used in the RF test and measurement. The advantages of polarimetric fiber grating laser sensor include ease of interrogation, absolute frequency encoding, and capability to multiplex a number of sensors on a single fiber by use of frequency division multiplexing technique.
To realize the multiplexing of polarimetric fiber grating laser sensors, the key is to fabricate fiber grating laser with target beat frequency. Because the beat frequency depends on the fiber birefringence, if we can permanently change the fiber birefringence, the beat frequency can be controlled. It has been demonstrated that [12] , [13] , UV-side-illumination results in axially unsymmetrical index change of the optical fiber, and the light polarized along the UV incident direction sees a larger index change than that polarized perpendicular to the UV incident direction. The UV induced birefringence has been used to control the polarization properties of distributed feedback (DFB) fiber lasers [14] , [15] . This also provides a way to tune the beat frequency of the dual-polarization fiber grating lasers by sideexposing the laser cavity to a UV beam. The final beat frequency is determined by the superposition of the intrinsic birefringence of the cavity fiber and the UV-induced birefringence. The UV-induced birefringence can either enhance or counteract the intrinsic birefringence, depending on the UV incident direction relative to the intrinsic polarization axis of the fiber. When the UV beam is incident along the slow axis (y-axis), as shown in Fig.  1(a) , the UV-induced birefringence will strengthen the intrinsic birefringence, resulting in the beat note shift to higher frequency. Contrarily, when the UV beam is incident along the fast axis (x-axis), as shown in Fig. 1(b) , the UV-induced birefringence will counteract the intrinsic birefringence, resulting in the beat note shift to lower frequency. Therefore, we can trim up or trim down the laser beat frequency according to the requirements. 
Experimental results and discussions
The experiment setup is showed in Fig. 2 . The same setup was used for writing dualpolarization fiber grating lasers and trimming the laser beat frequency. We wrote distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) fiber lasers by inscribing two wavelength-matched Bragg gratings with appropriate separation in a short piece of erbium (Er)-doped fiber by using 193 nm excimer laser and phase mask method. The Er-doped fiber used in the experiments was manufactured by Fibercore Ltd (DF1500L). The fiber has typical absorption of ~15 dB/m at 980 nm and ~26 dB/m at 1530 nm. All DBR fiber lasers are formed with 7-mm-long high reflectivity grating, 6-mm-long low reflectivity grating, and 10-mm grating separation. We then remove the phase mask and expose the middle of the laser cavity to 3-mm-width UV beam from the same 193 nm laser to trim the beat frequency. The dimensions of the UV beam from the laser are 3mm × 6mm (V × H). A slit is used to confine the width of the UV beam on the fiber to 3 mm. A cylindrical lens is used to vertically focus the UV beam on the fiber to 0.3 mm. The UV spot size on the fiber is 0.2mm × 3mm.
Before the UV exposing process, the most important thing is to find out the polarization axes of the cavity fiber. The fast and slow axis was identified by this way [16] : we axially rotate the fiber laser step by step by using two rotators that hold both sides of the DBR laser as shown in Fig. 2 , each time after rotating a small angle, we load a constant lateral force to the laser cavity and monitor the beat frequency shift. The direction where the maximum shift toward higher frequency occurs corresponds to the fast axis; whereas the direction where the maximum shift toward lower frequency occurs corresponds to the slow axis. In the first experiment, we fixed the pulse energy of the 193nm laser to 2 mJ and the repeat frequency to 10 Hz. Three DBR fiber lasers were tested with three different exposing directions: exposing along slow axis, exposing along fast axis, and exposing at 45°. We recorded the beat frequency after each 50 pulses. Figure 3 shows the beat frequency as a function the number of UV pulse in these three situations.
We tested the first DBR fiber laser by exposing to UV beam along the slow axis. As expected, the beat note shifted to higher frequency and a trimming rang as much as 700 MHz was achieved after 1400 pulses. As observed from Fig. 3 , the shift of the beat frequency is much faster at the beginning especially in the first 50 pulses which denotes a highly effective trimming range.
Then we tested the second DBR laser with the same experiment parameters, but we aligned the fast axis of the fiber to the UV incident direction. As expected, the beat note shifted to lower frequency, as shown in Fig. 3 . The third DBR laser was tested by exposing to UV beam in direction near 45° between the fast and slow axis. In theory, the beat frequency should do not change with exposure. However, a small trimming range of ~150MHz was obtained in the experiment. The most possible reason is that the exposing direction was not exactly set to 45°. Figure 4 shows the beat note spectra for the second DBR laser before and after 1400 UV pulses. A decrease of ~3dB in the strength of the beat note is observed. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the beat note after 1400 UV pulses is still better than 40 dB.
In the above experiments, the shift of the beat frequency is very fast at the beginning of the exposing process. As shown in Fig. 3 , the beat frequency shifts more than 200MHz after first 50 pulses when the UV beam is incident along the fast or slow axis. We can realize refined trimming be setting the UV laser to lower energy density and lower repeat frequency, and setting the exposing direction near 45°. Figure 5 shows the refined trimming of the laser beat frequency. We set the 193nm excimer laser's repeat frequency to 5 Hz and increase the energy step by step from 0.1 mJ. This allows us to finely control of the beat frequency in a small range from 478MHz to 617MHz.
During the side illumination, we monitored the operation wavelength of the laser with an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA). No obvious wavelength shift was observed. This indicates that UV-side-illumination has no effect on the laser wavelength. We measured the transmission spectra of the three laser cavities. The laser cavity supports 3 or 4 longitude modes, but these modes see different grating reflectivity and therefore have different cavity loss. The mode next to the grating reflection peak has much lower cavity loss than other modes and has absolute advantage in oscillation. Therefore, although the laser cavity supports 3 or 4 modes, the laser can stably operate in single longitude mode. In other experiments, we measured the long-term stability of the DBR fiber lasers with parameters similar to that used in the paper at 300°C for two weeks. No mode hopping was observed. The beat note showed high stability and the frequency fluctuation was less than 0.3 MHz. However, when the fiber lasers are subjected to strongly uneven perturbations such as localized heating or stretching on the subsection of the grating, mode hopping may occur due to the grating spectrum distortion.
Based on the above method, we fabricated six dual-polarization DBR fiber lasers with different wavelength and different beat frequency, and multiplexed them on a single fiber. The laser array was pumped by a 980 nm laser diode with output of ~200 mW. Figure 6(a) show the optical spectra of the 6-channel multiplexed dual-polarization fiber laser array measured with OSA. The wavelength of the six lasers ranged from 1523 to 1546nm. Figure  6 (b) shows beat note spectra of 6-channel laser array in RF domain measured with RF spectrum analyzer. These six DBR fiber lasers were written by using three different period phase masks. By stretching the fiber, each phase mask was used to write two DBR lasers. Limited by the number of the phases mask in the experiments, we realized six wavelength different DBR fiber lasers. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have demonstrated a method to trim the beat frequency of the dualpolarization DBR fiber lasers by side-exposing the laser cavity to UV light. The beat frequency trimmed up when the UV beam is incident upon the laser cavity in direction along the slow axis of the fiber, whereas the beat frequency trimmed down when the UV beam is incident upon the laser cavity in direction along the fast axis of the fiber. Therefore, the beat frequency can be actively controlled in a large frequency range. Based on this method, we have fabricated six dual-polarization DBR fiber lasers with different wavelength and different beat frequency and demonstrated 6-channel RF-frequency division multiplexing of polarimetric fiber grating laser sensors.
